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PAPER
Reliability Enhancement for 5G End-to-End Network Slice
Provisioning to Survive Physical Node Failures

Xiang WANG†, Xin LU†, Meiming FU†, Nonmembers, Jiayi LIU††a), Member, and Hongyan YANG††, Nonmember

SUMMARY Leveraging on Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
and Software Defined Networking (SDN), network slicing (NS) is rec-
ognized as a key technology that enables the 5G Infrastructure Provider
(InP) to support diversified vertical services over a shared common physical
infrastructure. 5G end-to-end (E2E) NS is a logical virtual network that
spans across the 5G network. Existing works on improving the reliability
of the 5G mainly focus on reliable wireless communications, on the other
hand, the reliability of an NS also refers to the ability of the NS system
to provide continued service. Hence, in this work, we focus on enhanc-
ing the reliability of the NS to cope with physical network node failures,
and we investigate the NS deployment problem to improve the reliability
of the system represented by the NS. The reliability of an NS is enhanced
by two means: firstly, by considering the topology information of an NS,
critical virtual nodes are backed up to allow failure recovery; secondly, the
embedding of the augmented NS virtual network is optimized for failure
avoidance. We formulate the embedding of the augmented virtual network
(AVN) to maximize the survivability of the NS system as the survivable
AVN embedding (S-AVNE) problem through an Integer Linear Program
(ILP) formulation. Due to the complexity of the problem, a heuristic algo-
rithm is introduced. Finally, we conduct intensive simulations to evaluate
the performance of our algorithm with regard to improving the reliability
of the NS system.
key words: 5G, network slicing, E2E network slice, reliability, virtual
network embedding

1. Introduction

Leveraging on new maturing paradigms, such as Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Net-
working (SDN) [1], network slicing (NS) empowers the 5G
network to compose multiple separated end-to-end (E2E)
logical networks over a shared common physical infrastruc-
ture to support multiple diversified vertical applications with
efficiency and flexibility [2], [3]. Typically, the 3GPPdefined
three types of 5G use cases: enhanced Mobile Broad Band
(eMBB), massiveMachine Type Communications (mMTC),
andUltra Reliable LowLatencyCommunications (URLLC).
eMBB is recognized as providing greater data-bandwidth.
mMTC is designed to connect a large number of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices. URLLC is expected to support appli-
cations such as industrial automation and automatic driving,
where reliability and low latency are deemed to be of great
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importance.
Existing works on URLLC mainly focus on the wire-

less access domain to improve parameters such as packet de-
livery ratio, bit error rate, signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio, and outage probability which represent reliable wire-
less communication [4]. On the other hand, reliability also
refers to the ability that a system or network functions could
provide services under various network conditions (such as
physical network failures). Through the network slicing
point of view, the reliability of an NS is also represented by
the availability and functionality of the virtualized network
functions (VNFs) that compose the corresponding NS to en-
sure the NS’s service continuity. Hence, in the current work,
we investigate the NS deployment problem to improve the
reliability of the system represented by the NS.

The deployment of a 5GNS includes the initialization of
the slice instance that contains all the required VNFs to com-
pose the NS’s service across the whole 5G system [5], [6].
Hence, the realization of such a 5G NS is essentially the de-
ployment of the corresponding virtual network (VN) which
involves the optimization of resource allocations by consid-
ering network and computing resources. The mapping from
the slice instance VN towards the physical infrastructure is
a typical virtual network embedding (VNE) problem and
has been intensively studied in the literature [7]. The VNE
problem is further extended as Survivable virtual network
embedding (SVNE) problem [8] which aims at embedding
the VN in a way such that the VN is still operating with
physical network failures, which is a critical problem for
end-users and service providers.

The reliability of a VN can be enhanced through two
ways: (1) failure avoidance tries to optimize the resource
allocation for the embedding of the VN such that failures
affect as little as possible towards the VN’s system; (2) fail-
ure protection tries to provide backup resources such that
the VN can recover quickly after being affected by failures.
In this current work, we focus on network node failures.
Firstly, by fully considering the topology information of the
VN, the important virtual nodes are backed up. The topol-
ogy information can reflect the importance of virtual nodes.
For example, edge node failure only affects a certain region,
however core node failure can lead to the down of the whole
system. Hence, we augment the original VN by the backed
up virtual nodes and try to embed the augmented VN (AVN).
We further formulate the embedding of the AVN to maxi-
mize the survivability of the VN system as the survivable
AVN embedding (S-AVNE) problem through Integer Linear
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Program (ILP) formulation. Due to the complexity of the
problem, a heuristic algorithm is introduced. We conduct
intensive simulations and compare the S-AVNE algorithm
towards an existing baseline algorithm. Simulation results
demonstrate that our mechanism is more practical, and that
it achieves higher reliability with less resource consumption.

Related works are summarized in Sect. 2. Then, Sect. 3
describes the system model and presents the S-AVNE prob-
lem formulation, with the algorithm presented in Sect. 4. In
Sect. 5 we evaluate the performance gain of our proposals.
Finally, we conclude this work in Sect. 6.

2. Related Works

Reliability and URLLC are novel topics that are emerging
with the development of the 5G network. So far, the re-
search related in this domain is still in the initial phase and
attracting lots of attentions. Variety of existing works try
to improve the reliability of the wireless transmission by
improving parameters such as packet delivery ratio (PDR),
bit error rate (BER), signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR), and outage probability, which improve the reliability
of wireless communications [4], [9], [10]. However, the end-
to-end service reliability refers to multiple related domains.
For instance, in [11], the authors analyze the space domain
wireless access availability by considering various network
topologies and user distributions. In this current work, we
mainly focus on the reliability that the 5G NS system in
providing continued service under network failures.

2.1 5G Network Slicing and VNE Problem

Actually, the idea of virtualizing the network for adopting
newnetwork architecture and applications has been proposed
for a long time [12]. Based on the idea of network virtualiza-
tion, the NS technique is currently gaining extreme research
interests in the development of the 5G network. It has been
also the focus of multiple standardization organizations, for
example, the logical E2E slicing has been included in the
3GPP Release 15 as one of the fundamental technologies for
the 5G network. 5G NS can be roughly classified into two
categories: (1) RAN slicing includes dynamic RAN com-
position and slice-oriented radio resource virtualization and
scheduling mechanisms [3]; (2) E2E slicing (or CN slicing)
refers to the embedding of the verticals’ virtual networks to-
wards the physical infrastructure [13], [14]. The E2E slicing
stands for an important part for 5G NS, in the current paper,
we focus on E2E 5G NS deployment problem.

The essential problem for 5G E2E NS implementation
is the embedding of the NS corresponding virtual network,
which is composed of VNFs to form the vertical’s serving
system, towards the physical infrastructure. The VN embed-
ding is essentially a VNE problem, which has been inten-
sively studied in the literature [7]. The VNE problem can be
formulated as an ILP model, and the complexity of the prob-
lem is known as NP-hard [7]. In [15], the authors propose
an exact mathematical model based on layered graph and

column generation for the embedding of SFCs. In [16], the
authors present an approach to accelerate VNE algorithms
by reducing the searching space and extracting the VN into
subgraphs.

There are also a large amount of efforts devoted in de-
signing heuristic algorithms to achieve a practical solution
with efficiency. Some works adopt the two-step embedding
method in which the virtual nodes are first placed, then based
on the position of virtual nodes, virtual links are mapped as
Multi-Commodity Flowproblem [17], [18]. Thismethod ne-
glects the relation between network nodes and links, which
may result in less efficient usage of physical resources. An-
other class of methods try to place virtual nodes and links
coordinately within one stage. In [19], the authors utilize
the one-stage method to map nodes and links at the same
time and show the benefits of this method on obtaining a
better physical resource utilization. In [11], a Breath First
Spanning Tree (BFS-Tree) based VNE embedding algorithm
is proposed to facilitate the coordinated one-step node and
link mapping process. By constructing the BFS-Tree from
the VN, a sorted list of virtual nodes is determined, based
on which the virtual nodes are mapped. This method seeks
to map neighboring virtual nodes into near physical loca-
tions to reduce link mapping bandwidth consumption. As a
well-known one-step VNE algorithm, it is further modified
and utilized in multiple different scenarios for VN embed-
ding [18], [20], [21]. We adapt this BFS-Tree based VNE
embedding algorithm to embed our augmented virtual net-
work, the detailed algorithm is discussed in Sect. 4.

2.2 Survivable VNE Problem

Survivable virtual network embedding (SVNE) aims at op-
timizing the embedding of a VN such that: (1) the reliability
of the VN is optimized and (2) after being affected by phys-
ical network failures, the VN can still operate. The first
one is achieved by failure avoidance through optimizing the
resource allocation in a way that failures affect as little as
possible, and the second one is achieved by failure recovery
by providing backup resources.

Related works on survivable VNE resource allocation
mainly focus on either physical link failures or physical node
failures. We then outline the two groups of works. For
link failures, in [8], the authors studied the SVNE problem
by considering single substrate link failures in VNE. They
added survivability mechanisms to the link mapping phase
by utilizing a pre-reserved quota for backup on each physi-
cal link and modeled multiple re-routing strategy. In [22],
the authors studied the SVNE problem for multi-path links
embedding to provide maximal survivability to the VNs in
case of multiple link failures. The problem is formulated
as an ILP, and greedy proactive and reactive algorithms are
proposed. In [23], the authors improve the reliability of the
VN by augmenting the VN with backup capacity and stud-
ied the embedding problem of the resulting augmented VN
accordingly. They jointly optimized backup capacity alloca-
tion and embedding for a VN for single substrate link failure.
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In [24], the authors studied the SVNE problem in virtualized
Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) access network for robust IoT service
provisioning in case of link failures. The SVNE problem
in FiWi is formulated through ILP to minimize physical re-
source cost and guarantee the availability requirements of
the IoT VNs.

For physical node failures, in [25], a SVNE problem
is studied to recover from physical node failures by back-
ing up redundant physical nodes towards the critical nodes.
They modeled the problem as anMILP and proposed heuris-
tic algorithms. However, the determination of the critical
nodes are not depicted. In [26], a SVNE problem is investi-
gated to enhance the survivability of the VN against multiple
node failures. The topology attributes are considered to pro-
vide each physical node with multiple candidate switching
nodes, moreover a recoverability-based VN embedding and
a remapping algorithm are presented. In [27], the authors try
to map VNs to more reliable physical nodes to minimize the
failure recovery cost. They model the corresponding VNE
problem as a classical Steiner Minimal Tree (SMT) problem
and propose SMT-based heuristics. However, they assume
that the underlying physical links are with infinite bandwidth
which is not realistic.

Ourwork dealswith physical node failures. We improve
the reliability of the E2E NS by two means: (1) by consider-
ing the topology information of the VN, virtual nodes with
higher importance is backup to enhance the reliability of the
VN system; (2) we model the resource allocation problem
for embedding the augmented VN to further enhance the
reliability of the VN.

In the literature, a number of works evaluate the topo-
logical importance of a network nodes. In [11], [28], network
nodes are ranked by resource and topological attributes based
on the Markov Random Walk model. In [18], the authors
simply sum up the values of degree and betweenness cen-
trality to represent the topological importance of a network
node. In [20], topology importance is calculated from node
degree and clustering coefficient. They utilize the function
u(x) = x√

x2 to combine the two values. In [29], only the node
degree is utilized to measure the node’s importance value.
In [30], the reciprocal of the sum of the number of hops of
a given node towards other nodes is utilized to represent the
importance of the node. In this work, we comprehensively
consider multiple topology attributes to measure node im-
portance. The node degree and cluster coefficient reflect a
network node’s local importance, whilst betweeness central-
ity is utilized to show the node’s global importance. Further,
we utilize the TOPSIS method to comprehensively combine
these factors.

2.3 Reliability-Oriented 5G E2E NS

There are also works studying the reliability oriented 5G net-
work slicing problem through dedicated protection. In [31],
the authors outline the resource allocation models for em-
bedding 5G NSs in multiple scenarios: the nominal case,
NS with uncertain traffic demands and survivable NS un-

der link/node failures. They utilized a dedicated protection
scheme in which each virtual node and link is duplicated.
Thus, the resource consumption is scaled by a factor of 2.
Then, this factor is reduced by mapping virtual link into dis-
joint multiple physical paths to cope with link failure. In
the context of E2E 5G network slice embedding, the authors
in [32] propose mechanisms to improve service reliability by
adopting 5G network functions split based on path protec-
tion to re-establish paths after failures for uRLLC services.
In [33], the reliability of 5G transport network slices in elastic
optical networks (EON) is enhanced while providing dedi-
cated protection for physical link failures. The backup re-
source is reduced by multi-path provisioning and providing
reduced protection bandwidth. However, the above works
mainly focus on link failures through mapping each link into
multiple physical links and providing backup bandwidth re-
sources. In this current work, we mainly focus on providing
backup resources for virtual nodes. Moreover, in [32] the
whole SFC is duplicated, we provide backup resources for
the important virtual nodes by considering the topology in-
formation of the NS.

3. System Model

3.1 Physical Network Model

The physical infrastructure for 5G E2E NS starts from the
mobile edge, continues through the transport (fronthaul and
backhaul), and ends until the core network. The physical
infrastructure is modeled by a graph GI (NI ,EI ) where NI

denotes for the physical network nodes and EI stands for
physical communication links. One physical network node
is denoted by nI

u ∈ NI . We distinguish three kinds of physical
nodes: (1) the access/edge nodes (AN) set NA

I , such as virtual
Remote Radio Unit (RRU) and edge Data Centers (DCs); (2)
the transport network (TN) nodes set NT

I which denotes TN
optical switches; (3) the core network (CN) nodes set NC

I ,
which includes core DCs for CN data plane and control
plane VNFs virtualization (as shown in Fig. 1). Hence, we
have NI = NA

I ∪ NT
I ∪ NC

I . Moreover, each physical node
nI
u ∈ NA

I ∪ NC
I is characterized by its capacity CI

u which
represents the available computing resources of the node.

Physical communication links are represented by EI ,
with eIuv ∈ EI denotes the physical link connecting two
physical nodes nI

u and nI
v . For instance, virtual RRUs are

connected to the edge centers via Common Public Radio
Interface (CPRI) fronthaul transport, and the other types of
links (including backhaul and TN CN links) are based on
IP transportation. For each link eIuv ∈ EI , we denote by
BI
uv the available bandwidth of the link. LI

uv denotes the
transmission delay of the link.

The physical network is vulnerable to failures, we de-
note by Pu the failure probability of physical node nI

u and
Puv the failure probability of physical link eIuv . For the ease
of understanding, the notations are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 The embedding of the augmented virtual network of 5G NS.

Table 1 Notations.
GI ,GO ,GS The physical/virtual/augmented network.
NI , n

I
u ∈ NI Physical nodes set, one physical node.
C I

u Computing resources of the node.
EI , e

I
uv ∈ EI Physical links set, one physical link.

BI
uv , L

I
uv Bandwidth and delay of eIuv .

Pu , Puv Failure probability of node nI
u and link eIuv .

NO , nOi ∈ NO Virtual nodes set, one original virtual node.
CO

i Computing resources requirement of nOi .
EO , eOi j ∈ EO Virtual links set, one original virtual link.

BO
i j , L

O
i j Bandwidth and delay requirements of eOi j .

NA, n
A
i ∈ NA Augmented virtual nodes, backup node of nOi .
CA

i Computing resources requirement of nA
i .

EA, e
A
i j ∈ EA Augmented links set, added virtual link.

BA
i j , L

A
i j Bandwidth and delay requirements of eA

i j .
L(i),G(i), S(i) Local/global/overall importance of node nOi .

xOiu Binary variable of mapping nOi to nI
u .

xA
iu Binary variable of mapping nA

i to nI
u .

yOi juv Binary variable of mapping eOi j on eIuv .
yA
i juv Binary variable of mapping eA

i j on eIuv .

3.2 Network Slice and Virtual Network Model

The network slice VN is modeled as a graph GO(NO,EO),
where NO denotes for the virtual network nodes and EO

stands for virtual links connecting the virtual nodes to form
the VN. One virtual network node is denoted by nOi ∈ NO.
Each virtual network node represents a virtual VNF instance,
such as virtual RRU, virtualMobile Edge Computing (MEC)
server, virtual video encoder, virtual Mobility Management
Entity (MME), and virtual gateway, etc. We denote by CO

i

the physical resource requirement of the virtual node nOi . A
virtual link is represented by eOij ∈ EO, with BO

ij denoting its
bandwidth requirement, and LO

ij the link delay requirement.

3.3 Augmented Virtual Network Model

3.3.1 Virtual Node Importance

To cope with physical node failures, we utilize the dedicated
protection for virtual nodes by considering the topology in-
formation of the VN: the virtual nodes with higher topology
importance are duplicated with backup nodes. Hence, we
first measure the importance of virtual nodes. To sum up, the
difference between our work and other topology importance
measurement methods are as follows: (1) both node local
importance and global importance are considered through
different graph concepts; (2) we utilize the TOPSIS method
([34]) to calculate the importance value of a node with mul-
tiple attributes.

We first introduce the mechanism to measure the local
importance (denoted by L(i)) and global importance (de-
noted by G(i)) of a virtual node nOi . We utilize node degree
and clustering coefficient to measure the local importance of
a node in the VN’s topology. L(i) is defined as follows:

L(i) =
d(i)√∑ |NO |

j=1 d( j)2
+

c(i)√∑ |NO |

j=1 c( j)2
(1)

where d(i) is the degree of virtual node nOi in the VN, and
c(i) is the clustering coefficient of nOi in the VN. |NO | is
the number of nodes in the VN. Hence, L(i) is calculated by
adding the two corresponding elements from the normalized
node degree vector and the normalized clustering coefficient
vector.

Then, we utilize the betweenness centrality to measure
the global importance of a virtual node. The betweenness
centrality calculates the fraction of all-pairs shortest paths
pass through the node, which is defined as b(i) =

∑
j,i,k p jk (i)∑
j,i,k p jk

.
pjk is the number of shortest (nOj ,n

O
k
)-paths, and pjk(i) is

the number of those pathes goes through node nOi . Then, the
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global importance of node nOi is given by:

G(i) =
b(i) −min{b( j)|nOj ∈ NO}

max{b( j)|nOj ∈ NO} −min{b( j)|nOj ∈ NO}

(2)

where max{b( j)|nOj ∈ NO} and min{b( j)|nOj ∈ NO} repre-
sent the maximum and minimum b(i) values for all virtual
nodes. Hence, G(i) is calculated as the min-max normaliza-
tion of the b(i) value.

Finally, we utilize the technique for order preference by
similarity to an ideal solution, TOPSIS method to describe
the importance of a virtual node with multiple attributes.
We construct a matrix A such that each row i of the matrix
is composed as: A(i) = [L(i),G(i)]. Hence, the matrix A
has |NO | rows and 2 columns, where |NO | is the number of
virtual nodes. Then, the importance of node nOi is given by:

S(i) =
A−i

A+i + A−i
(3)

where

A+i =

√√√ 2∑
f=1
(Ai f − Amax

f
)2 (4)

and

A−i =

√√√ 2∑
f=1
(Ai f − Amin

f
)2 (5)

Ai f represents the element of the row i and column f in A,
Amin
f

is the minimum value of elements in column f of A,
and Amax

f
is the maximum value of elements in column f of

A. The range of the value of S(i) is between 0 and 1.

3.3.2 Augmented Virtual Network

Based on the measurement of virtual node importance S(i),
we are capable to determine the augmented VN where im-
portant virtual nodes are backed-up. For a given importance
threshold ST , the virtual nodes with S(i) > ST are backed
up. Then, we define the augmented virtual network (AVN)
as follows:

• The AVN is modeled by an undirected graph
GS(NS,ES), where NS represents the VNFs set and
ES represents the virtual links set.

• The VNFs set NS = NO ∪ NA, where NO represents
VNFs of the original VN and NA represents the backup
virtual nodes set. For ease of notation, nA

i ∈ NA rep-
resents the backup node of the original virtual node
nOi ∈ NO with capacity requirement CA

i .
• The virtual link set ES = EO ∪ EA, where EO repre-
sents the original VN’s virtual links and EA represents
the added virtual links connecting the backup virtual

nodes. Specifically, EA1 = {eA
ii |∀nOi ∈ NO,nA

i ∈ NA}

and EA2 = {eA
ij |∀nOj ∈ δ(n

O
i ),n

A
i ∈ NA}. EA1 connects

each backup virtual node to its original virtual node, the
resource requirement of these links are the data rates of
necessary information transmission between the origi-
nal node and the backup node to allow a fast migration
in case of physical node failure. Then, EA2 connects
each backup virtual node to its original virtual node’s
neighboring nodes, where δ(nOi ) denotes the neighbor-
ing nodes of nOi in GO. The resource requirement of
these links are also the backup information transmission
rate. Finally, EA = EA1 ∪ EA2, and each virtual link in
EA requires bandwidth BA

ij , and transmission delay LA
ij .

3.4 Reliability-Oriented AVN Embedding Problem For-
mulation

3.4.1 Variables

To enhance the reliability of the NS, we embed the AVN
towards the physical network to maximize the realiability of
the whole AVN, as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, we first introduce
the following binary variables:

• Two node mapping variables xOiu and xA
iu , which take

value 1 if the corresponding original nOi / backup nA
i

node is mapped to physical node nI
u , and 0 otherwise.

• Two link mapping variables yOijuv and y
A
ijuv , which take

value 1 if the corresponding original / backup link is
mapped to the physical link, and 0 otherwise.

3.4.2 Constraints

Then, we consider the following AVN embedding con-
straints. The first set of constraints (6) to (8) are node map-
ping constraints. Constraint (6) and (7) enforce that every
original/augmented virtual node is mapped. Constraint (8)
makes sure that every physical node can only accommodate
one original or augmented virtual node to further enhance
the reliability of the whole NS.∑

nI
u ∈NI

xOiu = 1, ∀nOi ∈ NO . (6)∑
nI
u ∈NI

xA
iu = 1, ∀nA

i ∈ NA. (7)∑
nOi ∈NO

xOiu +
∑

nA
i ∈NA

xA
iu = 1, ∀nI

u ∈ NI . (8)

We then consider the 5G network topology related con-
straints. In the 5G network, VNFs are position specific. For
example, the virtual RRU can only be deployed on physical
RRUs to provide wireless transmission in a certain area. In
MEC service scenarios, the related VNFs should be placed
on the edge of the network. To describe such location spec-
ification, we define a binary location parameter locui which
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takes value 1 if the corresponding virtual node nOi can be
placed on the corresponding physical node nI

u , and 0 oth-
erwise. Hence, we introduce a location constraint in (9)
and (10).

xOiu ≤ locui , ∀ nI
u ∈ NI , nOi ∈ NO . (9)

xA
iu ≤ locui , ∀ nI

u ∈ NI , nA
i ∈ NA. (10)

Then, the second set of constraints (11) and (12) are
about the capacity restrictions of the physical nodes and
links. ∑

nOi ∈NO

xOiuCO
i +

∑
nA
i ∈NA

xA
iuCA

i ≤ CI
u, ∀nI

u ∈ NI . (11)∑
eOi j ∈EO

yOijuvBO
ij +

∑
eA
i j ∈EA

yAijuvBA
ij ≤ BI

uv, ∀eIuv ∈ EI .

(12)

Finally, we consider the link mapping constraints (13)
to (18). Constraint (13) is the loop free constraint. Con-
straint (14) is the flow reservation constraint for the original
virtual links. Constraint (15) is the flow reservation con-
straint for the added virtual links from the backup virtual
node to its original virtual node and its neighboring virtual
nodes. Constraint (16) and (17) imply the link delay require-
ments of the virtual links. Finally, constraint (18) ensures
that original virtual link and its backup links are mapped
towards different physical links to further enhance the relia-
bility of the NS.∑

eOi j ∈EO

yOijuv +
∑

eA
i j ∈EA

yAijuv ≤ 1, ∀nI
u ∈ NI ,nI

v ∈ δ(n
I
u).

(13)∑
nI
v ∈NI

(yOijuv − y
O
ijvu) = xOiv − xOju, ∀eOij ∈ EO,nI

u ∈ NI .

(14)∑
nI
v ∈NI

(yAijuv − y
A
ijvu) = xA

iv − xOju, ∀eOij ∈ EO,nI
u ∈ NI .

(15)∑
eIuv ∈EI

yOijuvLI
uv ≤ LO

ij , ∀eOij ∈ EO . (16)∑
eIuv ∈EI

yAijuvLI
uv ≤ LA

ij, ∀eA
ij ∈ EA. (17)

yOijuv + y
A
ijuv ≤ 1, ∀eOij ∈ EO, eIuv ∈ EI . (18)

3.4.3 Objective

Then, we derive the objective of the AVN embedding prob-
lem. The aim of the InP is mapping the AVN towards phys-
ical network with higher reliability. We first introduce two
variables as follows:

xu =


1 if
∑
ni

(xOiu + xA
iu) ≥ 1

0 otherwise
(19)

yuv =


1 if

∑
ei j

(yOijuv + y
A
ijuv) ≥ 1

0 otherwise
(20)

Thus, when a physical node is mapped with virtual
nodes xu is 1, andwhen a physical link ismappedwith virtual
links yuv is 1. Then, the survivability of the embedded NS
system can be calculated as:∏

nI
u ∈NI

(1 − Pu xu) ·
∏

euv ∈EI

(1 − Puv yuv) (21)

We then further apply the logarithm function to
Eq. (21):∑

nI
u ∈NI

log(1 − Pu xu) +
∑

euv ∈EI

log(1 − Puv yuv). (22)

Because xu is a binary variable, which only takes two
possible values: 1 and 0. In this case, we could further derive
the above Equation as follows:

• In case xu = 0, then log(1 − Pu xu) = log(1) = 0 =
log(1 − Pu)xu .

• In case xu = 1, then log(1 − Pu xu) = log(1 − Pu) =

log(1 − Pu)xu .

Hence, we finally linearize Eq. (21) as:∑
nI
u ∈NI

log(1 − Pu)xu +
∑

euv ∈EI

log(1 − Puv)yuv . (23)

Finally, maximizing the surviving probability of the NS
corresponds to the following Survivable Augmented Virtual
Network Embedding (S-AVNE) problem formulated through
ILP:

max
∑

nI
u ∈NI

log(1 − Pu)xu +
∑

euv ∈EI

log(1 − Puv)yuv

(S-AVNE)
s.t. Constraints (6)–(18).

4. Heuristic Algorithm

The complexity of the above S-AVEN ILPmodel is NP-hard.
Hence, we adopt a BFS-Tree based coordinated mapping al-
gorithm to embed the augmented virtual network of the NS
towards the physical network [11]. The basic idea of con-
structing a BFS-Tree on the VN is to form a sorted list of
virtual nodes. The list is utilized to determine the order of
virtual node mapping. The algorithm first maps the root of
the tree. Then, the 1-hop neighbors of the root are mapped.
Since the root is already mapped, when mapping its 1-hop
neighbors, the corresponding virtual links towards the al-
ready mapped nodes can be determined at the same time.
Then the algorithm iterates to map the 2-hops neighbors,
and so on. This method seeks to map neighboring virtual
nodes onto near physical locations to reduce link mapping
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bandwidth consumption.
To apply this BFS-Tree based mapping algorithm, we

further adapt the algorithm in the following aspects:

• Firstly, the BFS-Tree is constructed from the original
VN based on the importance value of virtual nodes.
Then, when constructing the sorted list of virtual nodes,
the backup nodes are inserted into the position just
behind its original virtual nodes. Hence the backup
nodes are mapped just after the mapping of the original
nodes.

• The criteria for selecting the candidate physical nodes
aremodified: (1)we distinguish between original nodes
and backup nodes, the backup nodes cannot be mapped
towards the same physical nodes of the original nodes.
(2) physical nodes are selected based on their failure
probability to enhance the reliability of the VN.

The detailed description of the algorithm is depicted in
the following sections.

4.1 Virtual Node Sorting Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Virtual node sorting algorithm
Require: The original virtual network GO

Ensure: The sorted virtual node list L(NS ) and tree T
1: for NO

i ∈ NO do
2: Calculate S(i) of nOi based on Eq. (3).
3: end for
4: Find the node n̂Oi with the highest S(i), add n̂Oi to L(NS ).
5: Taking n̂Oi as the root node, using BFS to generate tree T from GO .
6: for Each layer of the tree T do
7: Sort nodes in S(i) descending order, and get listC.
8: for nOi ∈ C do
9: Add nOi to the end of L(NS ).
10: if S(i) > ST then
11: Add nA

i to the end of L(NS ).
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

Algorithm 1 sorts a list of virtual nodes based on the
importance of the nodes. This list determines the order of
mapping of the virtual nodes. This list is established from
building a spanning tree of the VN. The algorithm first finds
the virtual node with the highest criticality S(i) value as the
tree root, which is denoted by n̂Oi . Then, it traverses the entire
original virtual network NO according to the breadth first
traversal algorithm to generate the spanning tree T . Then,
each layer of the tree is sorted in descending order according
to S(i) value. If the original node has a corresponding backup
node, the original node and the backup node are added to the
sorted list. If the node has no backup node, only the node
needs to be added to the queue.

The basic idea of the algorithm is to firstly deploy the
virtual node with the maximum S(i) value and its backup
node (if any). Then, nodes of the tree T are mapped layer by
layer. On one hand, by utilizing the BFS-Tree, virtual links

are mapped coordinately with the virtual nodes, and link
mapping bandwidth consumption can be reduced. On the
other hand, for every layer of the tree, virtual nodes are sorted
based on their importance values such that more important
nodes will be mapped firstly towards physical nodes with
lower failure probability. Hence, the reliability of the NS
can be improved.

4.2 Candidate Physical Node Set Selection Algorithm

Algorithm 2Candidate physical node set selection algorithm
Require: Virtual node nS

i , tree T return by Algorithm 1.
Ensure: Candidate physical node ordered set Q(nS

i )

1: if nS
i = n̂S

i then
2: Q(nS

i ) = {n
I
u | C

I
u > CS

i }
⋂

Loc(nS
i ).

3: else
4: if nS

i is an original virtual node nOi then
5: Find the parent node nOp of nOi in T .
6: Find the physical node nI

p mapped by nOp .
7: Add nI

p and its neighbor nodes in Loc(nOi ) to Q(nS
i ).

8: else
9: The current virtual node is a backup node nA

i .
10: Find the physical node nI

i mapped by nOi .
11: Add nI

i ’s neighbor nodes in Loc(nA
i ) toQ(n

S
i ).

12: end if
13: end if
14: The nodes in Q(nS

i ) are sorted in ascending order according to their
failure probability.

TheAlgorithm 2 selects a candidate physical node set to
each virtual node. A set Loc(nSi ) = {n

I
u |locui = 1,∀nI

u ∈ NI }

is firstly defined to describe a set of physical nodes that
satisfy the location constraint for mapping the virtual node.
If the current virtual node is the root node of the tree T ,
the physical nodes meeting the resource requirement of the
virtual node and satisfying the position constraint will be
added in the candidate physical node set Q(nSi ). Otherwise,
the algorithm further acts depending on the type of the virtual
node. If the current virtual node is an original virtual node
nOi , the parent node of this virtual node in tree T (generated
fromAlgorithm 1) is firstly found, noted by nOp . The physical
node, toward which the parent node is mapped (noted by nI

p)
and nI

p’s neighbor nodes are added to the candidate physical
node set Q(nOi ). If the current virtual node is a backup
virtual node nA

i whose original virtual node is denoted by
nOi , the algorithmmakes sure that these two nodes are maped
towards closer physical nodes (but not the same physical
node). Please also note that, in the virtual nodes sorting
list, nOi is mapped before nA

i , hence we map nA
i towards

the physical neighbor nodes of nOi . Finally, all the physical
nodes inQ(nSi ) are sorted in ascending order according to the
failure probability of the nodes. And, the resulting candidate
physical node set Q(nSi ) is returned.
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4.3 S-AVNE Algorithm

Algorithm 3 describes the overall process of the S-AVNENS
embedding algorithm. Based on the sorted list of L(NS), the
virtual nodes (either original or backup) are mapped one by
one, and the corresponding virtual links are mapped at the
same time. Typically, virtual nodes with higher S(i) value
and their corresponding backup nodes are mapped first. For
each virtual node, its candidate physical mapping nodes are
obtained, and virtual links are mapped towards the candidate
physical nodes throughDijkstra shortest path algorithm. The
algorithm distinguishes between original nodes and backup
nodes to avoid mapping these nodes to the same physical
nodes and links. Hence, the reliability of theNS is effectively
improved.

In order to prevent long distance mapping between ad-
jacent virtual nodes in the physical network, the above S-
AVNE algorithm adopts the scheme of coordinated mapping
between virtual nodes and virtual links. Moreover, physical
nodes reliability levels are considered in the process of node
mapping to improve failure avoidance. The performance of
the algorithm is evaluated through simulation.

Algorithm 3 S-AVNE algorithm
Require: Physical network topology GI , the AVN GS

Ensure: Mapping results of the NS to the physical network
1: Obtain sorted virtual node list L(NS ) by Algorithm 1
2: for nS

i ∈ L(NS ) do
3: Obtain Q(NS

i ) from the Algorithm 2
4: if nS

i is an original virtual node then
5: if The current virtual node is the root node then
6: Map nS

i to the first physical node in Q(nS
i ).

7: else
8: for nI

u ∈ Q(n
S
i ) do

9: Remove physical links with bandwidth lower than Bi p .
10: Use Dijkstra shortest path to map from nI

u to nI
p .

11: if The path does not meet the delay requirement then
12: Go to step 9) and try the next physical node in Q(nS

i ).
13: end if
14: end for
15: if Failed to map the node then
16: return Map Failure
17: end if
18: end if
19: else
20: //The current node is a backup node.
21: for nI

u ∈ Q(n
S
i ) do

22: Remove physical nodes and links mapped by its original vir-
tual node and links. Remove physical links with less band-
width than the requirement.

23: Using Dijkstra to map from nI
u to its original nodes.

24: if The path does not meet the delay requirement then
25: Go to step 22) and try the next physical node in Q(nS

i ).
26: end if
27: end for
28: if Failed to map the node then
29: return Map Failure
30: end if
31: end if
32: end for

5. Evaluations

We build a simulation platform to evaluate the performance
of our proposed algorithm. Firstly, in the experiment, the
underlying 5G physical network and NS’s virtual network
topology is generated by a modified Barabasi-Albert (BA)
scale-free network model construction algorithm [35]. The
BA model is largely utilized to represent the 5G system and
NS’s VN topology [18], [36]. Moreover, the physical net-
work is composed of AN, TN and CN nodes, the proportion
of these three nodes follows 3 : 4 : 3.

For the physical network, physical node CPU capacity
follows uniform distribution on the interval [20,60], physi-
cal link capacity follows uniform distribution on the interval
[200,600], physical link delay follows uniform distribution
on the interval [3,5]. Especially, we consider the failure
probability of physical nodes and links, which follows uni-
form distribution on the interval [0,0.05], and the default
ST value is set to 0.9. For virtual network, virtual node
CPU requirement follows uniform distribution on the in-
terval [20,30], virtual link bandwidth requirement follows
uniform distribution on the interval [5,20] and virtual link
delay requirement follows uniform distribution on the in-
terval [30,50]. Virtual network composition (node location
specification) follows the same as the physical network. Sim-
ulations with the same setting are performed for 100 times,
and the results are taken as the average value.

5.1 Simulations on the S(i) Value

We first investigate our mechanism to compute node im-
portance value S(i) based on the TOPSIS method. Another
conventional method for combining multiple attributes is us-
ing a linear combination such that S(i) = αL(i)+ βG(i), then
the value of S(i) is tuned by changing the value of α and
β. We compute S(i) values for 30 NSs, each NS has 10
virtual nodes. We select the result of one NS and compare
our method towards the linear combination method. The
result is shown in Table 2. These three methods show the
similar trends as node 5 has the highest importance value.
However, our method produces S(i) value within the range
of [0,1]. The linear combination has variable maximum S(i)
values. Then, our method is more practical since it involves
less parameters.

We further investigate the impact of the node impor-
tance threshold value ST . The simulation setting is 500
physical nodes and 30 NSs with each NS contains 10 virtual

Table 2 S(i) value obtained through different methods.
Method S(1) S(2) S(3) S(4) S(5)

Ours method 0.02 0.83 0.54 0.43 0.99
0.3L(i) + 0.7G(i) 0.12 11.01 7.15 5.71 13.10
0.7L(i) + 0.3G(i) 0.31 5.02 3.37 2.66 5.92

Method S(6) S(7) S(8) S(9) S(10)
Our Method 0.01 0.32 0.43 0.02 0.01

0.3L(i) + 0.7G(i) 0.08 4.35 5.72 0.11 0.09
0.7L(i) + 0.3G(i) 0.19 2.15 2.68 0.27 0.21
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Fig. 2 Acceptance ratio with different ST value.

Fig. 3 Slice reliability with different ST value.

nodes. For virtual nodes with importance value S(i) higher
than ST , the node should be backed up. Hence, for lower ST
value, more virtual nodes are backed up and more resources
are required by each NS. In Fig. 2, we show the acceptance
ratio for different ST value. For ST = 0, all virtual nodes are
backed up; for ST = 1, no virtual node is backed up. Hence,
the acceptance ratio increases as the ST value increases. In
Fig. 3, we calculate the reliability of the embedded NSs. The
reliability is calculated based on Eq. (21) which calculates
the NS’s probability of providing services under failures.
As the ST value increases, less nodes are backed up, hence
the reliability of the NSs decreases. The above simulation
results demonstrate that the AVN consumes more physical
resources since backup resources are added. But the relia-
bility of the NS system is largely improved by the backup
resources.

5.2 Simulations on NS Deployment Performance

We also compare our algorithm towards a baseline algo-
rithm [25]. The baseline algorithm is a k-redundant algo-
rithm where a fixed number of k nodes are backed up. For
k = 0, no resource redundancy is deployed. We considered
three cases, 0-redundant, 2-redundant and 5-redundant. The
latter two deploy 2 backup nodes and 5 backup nodes respec-
tively. Moreover, the baseline algorithm involves two steps:
(1) the originalVN is firstlymapped towards the physical net-
work by utilizing theD-ViNE algorithm proposed in [37]; (2)
after the determination of the mapping of the original VN,
the complexity of the problem of embedding the VN with
redundant backup nodes is significantly reduced, hence they
utilize an optimizer (such as CPLEX) to map the redundant
backup nodes.

Fig. 4 Acceptance ratio with different physical networks.

Fig. 5 Slice reliability with different physical network.

We conducted three sets of simulations, shown in Fig. 4
to Fig. 9. In the first set simulation, we vary the physical
network scale from 100 physical nodes to 400 physical nodes,
and the algorithms try to embed 30 NSs and each NS with
10 virtual nodes. Figure 4 shows the NSs acceptance ratio
which is calculated as the number of embedded NSs over
the total number of NSs. 0-redundant achieves the highest
acceptance ratio, and S-AVNE shows higher acceptance ratio
than 2-redundant and 5-redundant. This shows that S-AVNE
is more efficient in resource utilization. In Fig. 5, we further
calculate the reliability of the embeddedNSs (the probability
that no link and no nodes are crashed in the NS) for the two
algorithms. Comparing to 0 and 2-redundant, S-AVNE’s
reliability is improved, however the reliability of 5-redundant
is the highest due to the utilization of more backup resources.
However, comparing to 2-redundant, our algorithm achieves
higher acceptance ratio with higher reliability, which shows
the efficiency of our solution.

Then, we vary the number of NSs from 20 to 70. Each
NS’s VN contains 10 virtual nodes and the underlying phys-
ical network has 500 physical nodes. Figure 6 shows the
NSs acceptance ratio of the two algorithms. Comparing to
2 and 5-redundant, S-AVNE shows higher acceptance ratio.
Figure 7 calculates the reliability of the embedded NSs. S-
AVNE’s reliability is improved comparing to 2-redundant
algorithm, and 5-redundant achieves the highest reliability.

Finally, we vary the NS’s VN scale from 10 virtual
nodes to 40 virtual nodes for each NS. The underlying phys-
ical network contains 500 physical nodes, and the number of
NSs is 30. Figure 8 shows the acceptance ratio of the two
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Fig. 6 Acceptance ratio with different number of slices.

Fig. 7 Slice reliability with different number of slices.

Fig. 8 Acceptance ratio with different virtual networks.

Fig. 9 Slice reliability with different virtual network.

algorithms. S-AVNE still achieves higher acceptance ratio
than 2 and 5-redundant. Figure 9 calculates the reliability of
the embedded NSs for the two algorithms. As the VN scales

up, since each VN contains more physical nodes and physi-
cal links, then, it is more vulnerable than a VN with smaller
scale. Hence, both algorithms’ reliability decreases as the
number of virtual nodes increases. S-AVNE still achieves
higher reliability than 2-redundant algorithm.

6. Conclusions

Network Slicing is regarded as a key technology for the 5G
network, and reliability is one of the most important key
performance indices for 5G services. In this work, we in-
vestigate the NS service reliability enhancement mechanism
to cope with physical network node failures. Typically, the
reliability is improved by augmenting the virtual network
with backup resources and optimally deploying the AVN.
We use an ILP formulation to solve the S-AVNE problem.
Due to the complexity of the problem, we propose an heuris-
tic algorithm to solve the problem in practical time. Finally,
we demonstrate the performance of the algorithms through
intensive simulations.
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